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Pse stinger 3g draw weight adjustment

Pros: - Cheap, durable, reliable and effective – One of the best CBs for beginners – Lasts long without wearing outCons: - Default string is of low quality - recommends getting a new one Compare prices over top hunting gear vendors The PSE Stinger 3G At a glance Welcome to our PSE Stinger 3G review. The 3G is an upgrade for PSE
Stinger used to make one of the most popular composite arches (CB) ever. This is a great beginner's bow for learning archery and hunting. Building and gaining weight from the arc is suitable for people who come in compound bows. Being one of the cheapest PSE connections on the market, the Stinger 3G comes with a noise and shock
suppression string stop, firm rise, and a quality peep sight. The draw length is between 25'' – 30''. It comes with a stabilizer, quiver and a neoprene sling for a stock product, which is a big deal for a beginner. Package contents The box contents included the following parts: PSE Stinger 3G bow (riser, Limbs, cam system, cables, string
stopper, string) Gemini pin sight QS Whisker cookie Flextech stabilizer Mongoose quiver Neoprene pulse sling Peep sight Nock loop Printed manual Warranty map This is overall a very well-designed package with some high-quality accessories that any novice will get started on the right The PSE Stinger 3G Eccentric System (cams) The
built-in cam is an HP Single Cam with Posi-Lock inner cam. It allows for making draw-length adjustments without using an arched press or any external modules - all you need is an Allen wrench. Also, full pull length adjustments can be made without changing the inner cam. The draw length adjustment is 5'', between 25'' and 30'' in half
inch increments. By a parallel limb design, the bow has good shock resistance and faster release compared to pre-loaded limbs. In the end, the string suppression system makes the Stinger 3G noiseless and more stable regardless of whether you go for the 50, 60 or 60 lbs pull weight version. Shooting speed Our ratings are similar to the
manufacturer's IBO rating (314 fps). However, remember if all IBO ratings are determined assume the following: 350 grain arrows 70 lbs pull weight 30 draw weight The lower the pull weight, the shorter the pull length and/or the heavier the arrow, the lower the FPS of your bow will be. Learn more about what speed to expect from your
bow, depending on its settings. Kinetic Energy of the PSE Stinger 3G Compound Bow The KE of the PSE Stinger 3g will vary with your arch settings. Here are some close estimates of what KE to expect from some different parameters: 70 lbs/30 draw/350 grain arrows: 74 - 78 foot-£KE 70 lbs/30 draw / 425 grain arrows: 76 - 80 foot-lbs
KE 60/28 draw/425 cereal arrows: 57-60 foot-£KE 50 lb/28 / 425 grain peach: 47-51 foot-lbs KE Note: the values above above you shoot at a target located at point-blank range. For an actually useful number, subtract 1.8 foot-lbs of the KE values above for every 10 meters traveled through the arrow. So if shooting at a target located 30
metres away, pull 5.4 ft-£from the values above to the actual KE your arrow will carry once it impacts your target. Learn more about kinetic energy for a better understanding of the numbers above. The Bow's Trekking Cycle The draw is comfortable and easy with great maneuverability in the draw length. The 5'' range is ideal for beginners
not familiar with CB. If you hear any noise or click while approaching the full draw cycle, fatten the cams slightly to ease the rigidity. Once sorted, the draw is smooth and can last for more than 3 months without washing/fat. The valley is smooth and stable at full draw. It's relatively the smoothest CB for the price range in the market, and the
valley is comfortable and wide enough to accommodate beginners who are still working on their shape. The back wall is also very stable, and there are no noticeable humpbacks during the pulling phase of the cycle. Noise levels and vibration The PSE Stinger 3G comes with a built-in noise suppression system with an integrated string
stop. Aside from the 'twang!' during release, the bow is quiet and does not vibrate during the shot. Although the VibraCheck system significantly reduces vibration, it is not entirely free of vibrations. Third-party systems such as a wristband can be installed. Cable slides: Although the default slides are good, you can always replace them for
something a little better if you want the draw to be even smoother. Parallel limbs: As discussed earlier, parallel limbs provide better shock resistance upon release. The bow is 33'' from ash to ash, and the limbs are connected to a rigid cam system with a 7.75 arm height. VibraCheck limb bands come pre-installed on the bow and help
absorb residual energy from the limbs when shooting. After completing the shot, the bow is at zero vibration and does not swing from side to side. Turning limb bags secures the limbs firmly in place, although you can feel a slight 'sting' of vibration after completing the shot. A glove can be used if you hate the metal felt after shooting. I buy
a glove because it will make your shooting experience more comfortable in the long run. Using The PSE Stinger 3G For Hunting Make sure you read the Kinetic Energy section near the top of this review to determine how much KE you can actually expect from the Stinger 3G.  Then compare those values to the chart below: Kinetic Energy:
You can hunt: &lt; 25 foot-lbsSmall Game (groundhog, rabbit, wild turkey) 25-41 foot-lbsMedium Game (Antelope, Whitetail deer) 42-65 foot-lbsLarge Game (black bear, wild boar, each) &gt; 65 foot-lbsLargest Game Bear, Cape Buffalo, Musk Ox, African Elephant) With a 33 AtA length, and light weight (4.3 lbs), the Stinger 3G is an ideal
hunting arc for beginners. The flexibility and maneuverability is that of a classic hunting bow, while at the same time it has the technology and mechanisms necessary for the 21st century shooting. The only gun is for taller hunters (over 6.2 feet), for whom the 30 max draw length might not be enough. The Flexxtech stabilizer and Gemini
Sight are very valuable additions while in the field. Limbs, Riser &amp; Grip The bow has a parallel limb design that absorbs shock and increases stability as discussed earlier. The PSE Stinger 3G has an X-Force-inspired riser made of machined aluminum. The grip has a beautiful convex curve and is ergonomic regardless of your bow
hand (I'm a southpaw) and allows for a very stable grip. The metal is laminated with comfortable holding dents that haven't faded since the time of purchase. Value for the money The PSE Stinger 3G is one of the least expensive and perfect CB's for beginners. They last for decades without fail, and do not wear out to extensive use.
Writing this review after six months of purchase, the bow still feels new and has the lusty metal smell that has the passion for hunting and shooting every time I grab this weapon. Definitely a very solid purchase for any novice adult. PSE Stinger 3G Review – Summary Thank you for reading our PSE Stinger 3G review. It's one of the best
starting CBs and comes with a set of brilliant accessories that enables the arc to withstand the test of time. The voting points and flexible parallel limbs add an aura of complexity, which takes time to master if you keep hunting. Don't forget to get the Ready-To-Shoot edition since it's reasonably priced for the add-ons you otherwise need to
buy separately. See Cabela's current price and customer reviews on the Stinger 3G. PSE Stinger 3GPSE (Precision Shooting Equipment) Archery is one of the leading compound bow manufacturers in the world. The company was set up in Illinois in 1971 and has since secured a number of patents for composite arc's innovations. Among
other manufacturers PSE Archery boasts the longest tradition in compound bow production. Stinger is by far the most popular arc ever made by PSE. Due to its low price tag combined with the quality of building this model is often recommended for beginners. More experienced users talk about it with uncontesidized love. Recently, PSE
decided to redesign and modernize its famous bow. The works on Stinger began many years ago, every few months a slight change was set to make it better and better. The latest version of PSE Stinger 3G is the product of all that effort and time spent on the and elimination of even the slightest imperfections. All the knowledge and
experience that gained the development of its high-end models was focused on producing this affordable arc. It has also been significantly upgraded. In fact, the upgrades are so extensive that if you compare stinger's parameters to overs of much higher price range, you won't find any differences. Introducing such a model in the market
has had a tremendous effect - most archery stores admit that PSE Stinger 3G is their top seller and scores highest reviews.&gt;Check discount price of PSE Stinger on Amazon&lt;Changes in the New PSE Stinger 3GSo many things have been changed in this design that it can easily be sold as another model , a much higher price- The
main changes PSE has introduced to its latest Stinger include: thin-line grip that reduces vibration; The thinline grip of PSE Stinger 3Gmetal turns limb bags for additional noise reduction;integrated string stop;new cam system;riser based on PSE X-Force model. Our review of PSE Stinger 3GThe fist impression is always important and
with Stinger it was nothing but positive. All the parts are made of quality materials that not only make this arc to be a top performer, but also aesthetically watching. It comes in three different finish versions: Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinite (greenish camouflage), SkullWorks Camo (black and white camouflage) and Black (black rise with
Skullworks Camo limbs). The Skullworks Camo version is a default one and also the most popular one. All finishes are of high quality, do not fade over time and are durable even in harsh conditions during hunting sessions. Setup is very intuitive and user-friendly, even if you have no experience with compound bows (the tutorial is very
comprehensive). You will be able to make all the necessary adjustments yourself to perfectly vote the arc to your needs. Riser and limbsLatest version of Stinger 3G features completely redesigned rise made from machined 6061 T6 aluminum, which provides exceptional structural stability. By being very light, it also enables to keep the
overall weight of the rig to the minimum. As it was mentioned before Stinger was developed based on best concepts that were tested and proven to be successful. The design of the rise that after few tweaks are used in new Stinger 3G can be found in one of the previous models of PSE arches, namely X-Force.The rise also features a
new grip called Vibracheck which is made of special rubber. The shape is ergonomic and nicely fit in hand. In addition, the material used in the grip is designed to dampen vibrations. To that end, the rise features firm and durable aluminum limb bags. They hold the limbs in such a way that it keeps them almost parallel to each other.
Thanks to parallel limb design, vibrations and Eliminated. The limbs are pre-emphasized at rest that produces optimal performance. The limbs bolts in this arc are exceptionally long that a large room for adjustment if necessary. Unlike most overs that offer 10 pound adjustments range, this model offers 30 pounds! If you wish you could
immediately reduce the pull weight of the arc by 30 pounds using customization screws. No special equipment or knowledge is needed. EccentricStinger 3G is a single cam bow with an HP cam system. It produces a smooth draw and is easily adjustable. The draw length can be easily adjusted using Allen key. Adjustment is available in a
range between 25 and 30 inches in half inches of increments. HP cam used in StingerThe smooth draw cycle of Stinger is nothing but amazing. This is probably the single feature of this rig that keeps most archers and arch hunters in their memory, even after many years and many other arcs. Summary of Our PSE Stinger reviewStinger
3G is already a legend. There's no archer or archer who hasn't heard of this bow and it's probably the best recommendation to get this bow. Best arc for beginnersIn numerous recordings PSE Stinger 3G has been named the best composite arc for beginners. The forgiveness that comes with the 7 3/4 arm height and an unusually smooth
draw cycle on before my single cam makes it very accurate even in untrained hands. You don't have to worry about outgrowing Stinger in the near future. The quality of the design, its performance, extras come with the bow and unmatched price make this arc also a very popular choice among other advanced users who are short on cash.
New Stinger 3G has been particularly praised by numerous users for the minimal level of vibrations and noise. Since all the previous generations of this large compound arc the overall quality is only comparable to much higher priced arches. Just like its predecessors Stinger 3G scores very high in numerous client and professional
reviews. With its familiar accuracy and forgiveness, the PSE Stinger is definitely the best dollar-for-dollar deal you can find on the market. Pros: Price, High Quality, Easy Adjustable Pull LengthModern designForgivenessLow level of noise and vibration. Cons:String. Some users noted peep sight rotation and decided to upgrade the arc
string after some time.&gt;Check discount price of PSE Stinger on Amazon&lt;PSE Stinger 3G specificationsIBO speed (fps)314A2A length (inch)33draw weights available (lbs)50, 60, 70draw length range (inch)25.5 - 30.5brace height (inch)7.75bow weight (lbs)4.7eccentricsHP cam with posi-lock inner camlet mode (%)75finishMossy Oak
Break-Up Infinity, Skullworks Camo Camo
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